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Overview

• Setting the scene

– ATLAS / CMS datasets

• Physics Results

– Standard Model at 13 TeV

– Re-discovery of the Higgs (?)

– Searches for new physics
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Setting the scene
• As you know LHC delivered 4/fb of pp 13 TeV data to 

ATLAS/CMS in 2015 
– Thank you!

• First results with ‘full dataset’ presented at CERN seminar 
yesterday
– Results shown here taken from that…
– These talks were packed with new results (~60 slides for 40min 

talks!)
– I present only a taster of this (my choices of the most 

interesting) 

• Dataset for physics:
– CMS: 2.2 - 2.6/fb (magnet problems, but 75% recorded with 

magnet on)
– ATLAS: 3.2 – 3.5/fb 
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The Standard Model
The Standard Model has been studied in detail with Run-1 – no significant deviations from theory predictions
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With the Run-2 data we do not expect to be able to 
make these measurements with the same level of 
precision as with Run-1 (these are systematic limited).
However measuring at a new energy regime is 
interesting



613 TeV measurements agreeing with theory predictions within the measured precision
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measured predicted x-sec as function of collision energy – agree within errors. 



Standard Model Higgs
ATLAS have looked at the Higgs ‘discovery’ decay modes. CMS have not yet unblinded their 
Higgs searches.

Run-1 Run-2
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Standard Model Higgs
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Higgs searches.
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Looks like the Higgs boson has not yet been observed with Run-2 data. 
‘Under-fluctuation’ in ATLAS analysis. But need more data!

Standard Model Higgs
ATLAS have looked at the Higgs ‘discovery’ decay modes. CMS have not yet unblinded their 
Higgs searches.
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Searches
• The probability (x-sec) for producing new heavy states 

increases a lot when going from 8 -> 13 TeV
– Exact increase depends on production and mass of the state
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Z’ @ 3TeV x20
gluino @ 1.5 TeV x35



Reminder – how do we discover new particles
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look for a bump on a smoothly falling ‘mass’ distribution (mass of combination of reconstructed 
stable particles)



Search for a new heavy Z’
Many new physics models have a new heavy gauge boson which can decay to leptons (el, mu).
Like a Z but heavier - called Z’.
Important to search for such new particles at the LHC.
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Historically many important discoveries (Nobel prizes) in di-lepton mass spectrum
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This event (Mee=2.9 TeV) caused lots 
of excitement in the summer, as it was 
seen very early on with first 65/pb  of 
data.
However with ~40 times more data no 
new very high mass events have been 
seen (also in ATLAS) so likely a 
fluctuation!
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di-jet resonances
Similar thing for 2-jet resonances. These distributions are sensitive to potential new 
phenomena (black holes, excited quarks) not excluded by Run-1 with very little Run-2 data
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The excitement – high mass 2-photon 
resonances

• Why 2photon resonances:
– Motivated in Beyond-The-Standard-Model theories:

• Heavy Higgs boson 
• Graviton in extra dimension theories

(in both cases there are lots of parameters in the theory which can 
change mass, width, couplings to photons and other particles – quite 
different from SM Higgs where everything is known for a given mass)

– 2photon mass resolution ‘good’ – narrow peak expected
– photon identification ‘good’ – main background SM di-photon 

production 
– (These reasons are why this was one of the 2 discovery Higgs 

channels)
(because the mass resolution is very good, this means the analysis is 
sensitive to single bin fluctuations. This is explicitly quantified in the 
statistical treatment – called the Look-else-where-effect: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Look-elsewhere_effect ).
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Look-elsewhere_effect
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The excitement – high mass 2-photon 
resonances

fit smooth background function with 
narrow signal hypothesis
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The excitement – high mass 2-photon 
resonances

fit smooth background function with 
narrow signal hypothesis
Excess of events over background 
observed at ~750 GeV
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The excitement – high mass 2-photon 
resonances – statistical analysis

Assuming a narrow signal,  plot probability of data being described by the background 
hypothesis.
The above significances don’t take into account the LEE and get substantially reduced 
when you take that into account.
ATLAS find a slightly better fit with a larger width (6% of mass).
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The excitement – high mass 2-photon 
resonances – statistical analysis

Assuming a narrow signal  plot probability of data being described by the background hypo

reminder – this is what a discovery looks like on these plots!



2photon results
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peak mass local significance global 
significance*

CMS (narrow) 760 GeV 2.6σ 1.2σ

ATLAS (narrow) 750 GeV 3.6σ 2.0σ 

ATLAS (best
width = 6%)

? 3.9σ 2.3σ

* = global significance depends on range looked in (CMS: 0.5 – 4.5 TeV
ATLAS: 0.2 – 2.0 TeV , width 0 – 10%)

Poor mans combination: use ATLAS excess to say where to look, and then use CMS 
local significance - ~2.6sigma, but this is only valid if the 2 bumps are at compatible 
masses (not clear to me yet). Definitely need more data to investigate if this is a real 
new particle!



Questions i)

• The main question is if the excess was from a real new 
particle shouldn’t we have seen this in Run-1?

• Due to the relatively low mass (~750 GeV) the x-sec 
increase is only ~x5 (for gluon production, less for 
others) and we had <5x more data in Run-1 so should 
have about the-same/slightly-worse sensitivity

• Both ATLAS + CMS have re-checked the Run-1 data and 
say ‘such an excess is compatible with Run-1 data’ 
– ATLAS say compatible at the 1.4σ level (assuming gluon 

production)
– CMS do a simple combination of Run-1 and Run-2 which 

slightly increases the signal significance
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Questions ii)

• Another popular question is do the events in the 
‘excess’ region show any interesting properties 
compared to background events?

• ATLAS (CMS) have ~40(~10) events in the signal area 
and compare properties (such as missing energy, 
number of jets, number of leptons, energy of the 
photons,…) of these with events in the sidebands –
they don’t see any significant differences within the 
low statistics
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(expected) Question

• How much data do we need to discover/study 
this?

• If it is a real signal, probably 5/fb more would be 
enough for a ‘discovery’. But much more data 
would be needed to study the properties (spin, 
mass, width, decays etc..) of the new particle, 
and to pin down the theory that is driving this.

• Like the precision studies of the Higgs we need as 
much data as possible.
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This mornings ‘excess’ – theory papers on arxiv!
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This mornings ‘excess’ – theory papers on arxiv!

Impressive since the results were only made public
~6 hours before these articles were submitted to arxiv!

Some people are very excited.
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and more publicity:



Other searches
• Many other searches were presented but with no exciting results
• In Run-1 there were a few ~2-2.5σ excesses observed in searches 

for di-boson resonances at ~2 TeV (seen both by ATLAS and CMS)
– Both experiments presented results for such a search with 2015 data, 

with no excess. However given the size of the dataset this does not 
completely rule out the Run-1 excesses

• For SUSY the current Run-2 dataset opens up a well motivated 
region of parameter space (gluinos with mass of ~1.6 TeV) but 
unfortunately no sign of a signal yet
– Next year will also be very interesting for probing SUSY particle masses 

that can solve the hierarchy problem of the Standard Model 
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“New (small) excess in diphoton
spectrum, looking forward to more data”

“Modest excess begging for more data”
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Looking forward to working with you all as LPC, 
along with Christoph (as deputy LPC)



Changing of the guard
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Backup…
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SUSY
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Classic SUSY search looking for high momentum jets and missing transverse energy (from 
stable weakly interacting lightest SUSY particles (Dark Matter candidate!)).

simplified gluino model

No excess observed. 
Set limits (sigh!)

Similar results for CMS
Many other SUSY searches
from ATLAS/CMS shown…
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more exotic SUSY:
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